Open sandwich enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay for the quantitation of small haptens.
The quantitation of low-molecular-weight haptens has been difficult with conventional sandwich immunoassays due to their small size. Many researchers have attempted to develop sandwich assays for haptens due to the significant advantages of the sandwich format over competitive assays including greater dynamic range, ease of automation, and sensitivity. Here we apply the open-sandwich ELISA (OS-ELISA), an immunoassay based on antigen-dependent stabilization of antibody variable regions (V(H) and V(L) domains), to hapten quantitation. Two fusion proteins, the high-affinity mutant V(H) domain from anti-4-hydroxy-3-nitrophenacetyl (NP) antibody B1-8 tethered with Escherichia coli alkaline phosphatase (V(H)(W33L)-PhoA) and the V(L) domain from the same antibody tethered with Streptococcus sp. protein G, were made. These fusion proteins when added together achieved Fv reassociation consequent to the addition of NP. Signal was generated in a direct relationship to the NP concentration with better sensitivity compared with competitive immunoassay, demonstrating this assay to be a quick noncompetitive alternative to the conventional assays for small compounds, such as environmental pollutants, drugs of abuse, and therapeutic drugs. With our previous demonstration that the OS-ELISA works well with large proteins, the OS-ELISA becomes the first practical immunoassay approach capable of quantifying any molecule regardless of their size.